Your Complete 4wd Storage Solution!

	
  

Frequently Asked Questions
Can I take the drawers out when I’m not using them?
Absolutely. The system is one of the easiest on the market to remove. In most
cases it only takes one spanner, and can be removed in under 30 minutes for
a standard 2 drawer & a little longer for a FridgePack. To put the system back
in, it takes about the same time. Because the system breaks down into
separate components, it also means less heavy, bulky lifting.
Can I still access my child restraints?
This depends entirely on the vehicle & which system is to be installed. For
some vehicles the standard drawer system still allows access to child
restraints. It is best to advise us if child restraints need to be accessible & we
can advise accordingly.
Can you do custom work?
Yes. Unlike our mass-produced competitors, each system that we build is
made to order, meaning that at any stage we can change or modify your
system, to suit you. A drawer system design, revolves around a variety of
stock drawer “Modules”. With drawer modules in 4 different lengths & 5
different widths as well as 5 different heights, you can imagine what that does
to our inventory. Now that these systems are also available in Aluminium, our
inventory has doubled & so has your options.
If you want something custom made up, such as shelving systems, boxes,
locking compartments etc, we can do all of that too. Ring around and see if
anyone else offers that.
How long will they take to install
Depending on the system, anywhere from half an hour to a day. A standard 2
drawer system can go in around an hour. Fridgepack systems take around an
hour and a half. Custom work takes a little longer but most work goes out in
under a day.
How much lead time do you need
We generally require a 3-4 week lead-time. This is the time from when the
order is finalized, to the day of install.
Can you ship the drawers to me?
We can freight drawers ANYWHERE. We have shipped them all over the
world.

If I buy a new car, can I swap the drawers into them?
Yes. If you are putting off buying drawers because you are thinking about
upgrading your car, don’t. Lets say you buy a set of drawers for an 80 series
Landcruiser. Then 12 months down the track, decide to buy a 100 series. We
can supply all the parts for a complete conversion to the new car, or, better
yet, give the job back to us & we will refit to your new vehicle. This means that
your drawers will be in your new car, looking like brand new, but still packed
like you had them in the old car. Your drawer system is an investment!!
Obviously some exceptions do apply. The new vehicle needs to be of similar
size between the rear wheel arches. A quick email can resolve any concerns
you may have in this area.

